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'Udder-ly' perfect birthday for Pacific student
By Amber Prothoska
Editor-in-Chief

HOLY COW: Freshman Tara Hodgetts received a suprise guest at her birthday party last week.

Lending So-Cal a hand
By Jemilvn Ancheta
Co-News Editor

It has been 12 days since
both San Diego and San
Bernardino County were hit
with wildfires destroying
over 729,000 acres of land.
By the handful, families
were evacuated from their
homes as firestorms envel
oped their communities.
Most people returned later
find their memories in ashes.
More than 14,000 fire
fighters from several coun
ties—including San Joaquin
County—struggled to fight
the roaring walls of flames
fed by powerful winds in
Southern California since
Oct. 26.
The blaze was said to be
started by arson and those
responsible could be charged

with murder, since the blazes
have been blamed for several
deaths.
We still have not seen a full
halt on all the fires in South
ern California.
It might be another several
days before all the fires are
contained.
"When I was in Orange
County, you could look
straight at the sun and it
looked red. It then began to
rain ashes," sophomore Al
lison Nasser said.
There have been an esti
mated 20 deaths, including
several firefighters and over
2,700 homes have been de
stroyed.
There is an estimated $2
billion in damage and it is
still increasing.
"It is a terrible situation
that no one wants to be in.

There
was
much
"Gratitude" shown when
freshman Tara Hodgetts
received a visit from a
prize-winning dairy cow
for her birthday last week.
On a college tour last
year, Hodgetts came to Pa
cific and met Professor and
Assistant Dean of Engineer
ing Gary Martin, who was
surprised that Hodgetts
was not "wowed" with
what Pacific had to offer.
When he asked her if she
planned on attending Pa
cific, she said, "I'm leaning
towards Cal Poly" because
they had something Pacific
did not: cows.

Martin then promised
her that if she came to Pa
cific, he would bring a cow
to campus.
"It was a joke between
us," Martin said. "She
would always ask me
where her cow was."
Martin contacted a local
4-H organization and got
in touch with cattle owner
Patti Faria who brought
the
brown,1,500-pound
cow named Gratitude for
Hodgetts 18th birthday.
"We want to make stu
dents' experiences here
as positive as possible,"
Martin said, "I finally came
through in my end of the
deal."

People can prepare for it, but
no one really does and when
it hits, it hits hard. It is a big
loss for everyone," junior Ben
Matheny said.
Senior Amy Simonson
organized a donation center
outside the McCafferey Cen
ter for students to drop off
money for Southern Califor
nia's fire victims.
By the first day, $500 had
been collected and it was a
big success.
"It really saddens me that
such a beautiful area where I DONATIONS: Pacific students dedicate their time to collecting
have a lot of beautiful memo donations for So-Cal wildfire victims in the McCaffrey Center.
ries has gone up in flames. The
idea of close friends having to
If you would like to make
evacuate their homes and go sions, there is a long road
a
donation,
send it to: Red
everywhere with a mask on ahead.
Cross,
747
N.
Pershing Ave.,
Thankfully
Pacific's
their face breaks my heart,"
Stockton,
CA
95207.
students were able to help
senior Sonia Salcido said.
As for the victims who have make an impact in the lives
lost their homes and posses- of those affected.
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The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success
S t a t e

C o m p e n s a t i o n

i n s u r a n c

if you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the postgraduation job market then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurable carrier
in California, is interested in graduates seeking opportunity and _
stability. We offer a wide range of positions throughout California,
plus an environment that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training
to expand your horizons, and many advancement possibilities.
How to quit
www.hoptechno.com7book43.htm
Content.health.msn.com /condition_center / smoking_cessation /default.htm
www.heartscreen.com /smoking_info.html

Learn how you can join us by visiting www.sctf.com or by contacting
Human Resources at 415-565-1722. Then launch your career with
State Fund and rise to new heights.
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"Are you happy with the
-tion your country is
|ded?" "
Pacific students and facitv were asked this question
it the second session in the
tourney Towards Democracy
.own hall discussion series
o-sponsored by the Jacoby
enter for Community &
Regional Studies and the
vision of Student Life on

ibYographby Alex Wagner

ADVOCACY: Community and student leaders held a panel discussion
last Tuesday for the Journey Towards Democracy discussion series.

.28.
because I'm very politically
The theme of discussion Sports Science, John Boelter,
active and have an inter
vas "Advocacy: Making a was also a member of the
est in the community. This
"erence," and featured panel. As an advocate for
program helps students
two members from the non- people with disabilities, Dr.
figure out how to get more
rofit community organiza- Boelter's explained that ef
involved."
on, People and Congrega- fective advocacy happens
Despite their mixed reac
when
one
person
speaks
out
~ns Together (PACT). Tom
tions,
there were consider
ato, the first speaker and and then contacts others. He
ably
more
students in atten
member of PACT, engaged talked about his role as Presi
dance
that
night than on Oct.
audience into the dis- dent of the Board for United
on by asking for their
inion of the current path
The key to affecting change is
'ety is following. "Who
being a leader and a follower and
es the decisions?" he
having friends tell you which to be
asked.
at different times.
yy
Amato talked of his own
experiences working as a lo
cal advocate for community
involvement. He noted that
-Jennifer Fredette, senior
PACT organizes and trains
Cerebral Palsey and about 15, when the first session in
communities to fight for the
working to provide oppor- the program was held. The
things they want and need.
tunities for people with dis- theme of the first night was,
For example, last June they
"Citizenship: What is Com
helped a number of congre abilities to engage in life.
Students in the audience munity?" It featured the
gations in San Joaquin come
award-winning
columnist
together to protest state bud were attentive to the speak for The Record, Mike Fitzger
get cuts that would hurt local ers, which showed in the
ald, Associate Professor of
programs. PACT Vice-Presi questions and discussion
that proceeded until the end Anthropology, Barbara West,
dent and keynote speaker,
and student leader Julianne
LaCresia Hawkins helped of the session.
Smith.
Some of the students who
the county earn $100,000 for
The third and final town
attended
the night's discus
homework centers.
hall
session will be held on
"We first fight for our sion came looking for ways Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m. at the
families and that power to get involved, and others
were just interested by the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
spans outward; that's what
nature of the program. Re- on President's Drive.
leadership is all about," AmThe theme of that discus
actions to the panel were
atto said.
sion
will be "Democracy:
Pacific student and pan mixed.
What
are the Rules?" Speak
"It didn't seem to address
elist Jennifer Fredette also
ers
will
include Beverly Mcspoke on local leadership. the question of how Pacific
Carthey,
founder and chair
As the founding president of could make better citizens
of
San
Joaquin County
the UOP Democrats, Fredette out of its students," junior
Commission
on the Status of
led a student protest and Free Brian Hein said, "[The panel]
Women,
Dr.
Matt
Weinstein,
Speech Fair last year. "The stated that non-politicians
Professor
of
Political
Science
key to affecting change," can get involved, but they
at Delta Junior College, and
Fredette explained, "is being didn't explain how."
student leaders Matt Olsen
Pacific
junior
Eric
Tomp
a leader and a follower and
and Carlos Martinez.
kins,
who
considers
himself
having friends tell you which
to
be
very
involved,
had
a
to be at different times."
Associate Professor of different opinion. "I came
r
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and to push for the expan
sion of the program so that
it is more user-friendly.
SEA has been successful
in meeting many of these
goals. In the past, SEA
has worked with Camilla
Saviz and the Society for
Civil Engineers on Coastal
Cleanup Day, with the City
Photograph by Georgette Rodrakis
of Stockton, and many oth
er environmental groups,
By Raven Albalos
President of Students for such as the Green Party of
San Joaquin County, the
Environmental Action
Peace and Justice Network,
Students for Environ and the Sierra Club. Some
mental Action (SEA), was of the events include ARD,
formed in 1999 by students Tour De Stockton, and
Charlene Wilson and Ann Earth Day.
Our next event, ARD,
Cavanaugh.
Although
will
be held on Nov. 13
many students, faculty, and
from
11a.m. to 2 p.m. This
staff members had tried
event
will be held in the
over the years, Pacific did
McCafferey
Center and is
not have a campus-wide
open
to
all
of Pacific and
recycling program. SEAthe
Stockton
Community.
was formed to address the
This
will
be
the
fourth an
lack of recycling and en
nual
event
held
at Pacific
vironmental conservation
to
promote
our
recycling
at Pacific. In its first year,
program
and
gain
ideas
the group hosted America
for
improvement.
ARD
is a
Recycles Day (ARD), and
national
event
designed
to
I was awarded a certificate
help
raise
awareness
about
of recognition by the Stock
ton City Council. Two years waste reduction and the
later, there are recycling importance of completing
bins throughout campus, a the recycling loop. The City
Green Committee made up of Stockton and other envi
of administration, faculty, ronmental groups will be
staff, and students, as well hosting an event at Weber
as an increased interest Point on Saturday, Nov. 15,
in "green" issues all over from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Our next project is trans
campus.
forming
SEA into an official
SEA began as a moveSierra
Student
Coalition
I ment to help make our
(SSC)
by
fall
of
2004.
We
campus more earth-friend
are
interested
in
changing
ly, and has evolved into a
group that works to bring to a SSC in order to gain
awareness and action to support and become more
an increasingly earth con- actively involved in the
l scious campus. The group state and national environ
has worked with other mental protection arena.
j environmentally
based We feel that SEA has done
I organizations in Stockton a fair amount of activism in
to host informative as the past, but in order to stay
semblies, rallies, meetings, focused and better meet the
and events in the area. needs of the Pacific and
SEA's goals have been to greater community we
further serve on campus need to link with a larger
I committees and councils as organization that can assist
environmental protectors with training and informa
and to increase interaction tion on a bigger scale.
As the President for SEA,
between Pacific and com
I
have
worked on several of
munity organizations. And
the
projects
stated aboveH^
of course, SEA is still work
ing to further promote the
See ECHOES Page 5
existing recycling program
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thefts are on the rise

Bike /iick,i may not be enough to once your biA

Downtown Stockton gdo a make over
By Loan Kim Nguyen

Stockton movie patrons,
welcoming people from
Guest Writer
every direction.
This impressive theatre
In May, Stockton resi
will
literally shine a whole
dent and developer Alex G.
light on downtown
new
Spanos donated $500,000
Stockton.
toward the renovation of
A glass skylight will al
downtown Stockton, and
low
maximum daylight,
Congress awarded $225,000
and
a
dome will make
in 2002 to help renovate the
spectacular
illumination
Fox Theatre, which is locat
at
night.
ed on El Dorado Street.
Fox Theatre is not the
Thanks to the donations,
only
attraction that will
residents now have some
bring
residents down
thing new to look forward
town.
to.
They will have the op
This will enable down
portunity
to shop in a
town Stockton to become a
18,500
square
feet retail
favorite hangout for locals.
area
located
right
next to
By the end of winter
the
Fox
Theatre.
2003, residents and visitors
Also across from the Fox
will fill the seats of the new
Theatre
on the waterfront
16-plex Fox California Bob
will be a sports and enter
Hope Theatre.
The renovation of the tainment center.
"We want to be able to
theatre
will hopefully
continue the legacy for finish this project before
the holidays for everyone
to enjoy," said
Jose Dominique
a construction
worker inter
viewed by News
Channel 10 last
Monday.
The down
town 16-screen
Cineplex will
be completed
by December,
however,
it
doesn't
end
there for down
town Stockton's
waterfront
neighborhood.
The city ex
pects the reno
vated
Hotel
Stockton to be
completed
in
2004-2005, and
a Sports Event
Photograph by stocktongov.com and
Entertain
RENOVATION: The 16-plex Fox California ment Center will
Bob Hope Theatre will open this winter.
also be complet
ed in 2005.

Photograph by Elizabeth Carranza

SAFELY SECURE: Students lock their bikes outside of WPC, hoping
they will be there when they return after class.

Elizabeth Carranza

Co-News Editor
"The recent wave of cam
pus bike thefts is reaching
epidemic proportions with
four new thefts being re
ported this past week.
The thieves are believed to
be non-students and are cut
ting the chains and cables of
improperly secured bikes.
"Students need to be
aware of how to secure their
bikes," Mike Belcher, direc
tor of public safety said.
The best method of lock
ing a bike appears to be
with a Kryptonite type lock,
which is not as easily broken
as chains and cables.
"If you own a bike you
should register it with public
safety and we will transfer
it to Stockton police," said
Belcher.
Public safety suggests
that students should register
their bikes because many
times bikes are recovered but
they are not registered, mak
ing returning the recovered
bikes impossible.
Public safety has posted
flyers around campus warn
ing students of the increased
threat and asking for help in
reporting suspicious persons
and activity.
Some students do not feel
public safety is doing enough

to prevent future thefts.
"Where is Public Safety
when all these bikes are be
ing stolen?" senior Thanwa
Alrawi said.
There have been two dif
ferent occasions when a stu
dent or faculty member hascalled public safety to report

suspicious activity aroi
bike racks.
Public safety has takeri
mediate action and cai_j
two non-students with 1
cutters down their pants c
in their backpacks.
"I think it is really dti:
because bikes aren't rea
that expensive," freshm
Stacy Costello said.
Students are so concern
with the rise in bike the
that they are finding t
need to keep their bikes
their dorms.
"It is unfortunate th
people have the urge to ste
student's bikes and it is ju
plain sad that now I have
keep my bike in my dorm
freshman Sountha Key said
Public safety needs ever
one's help in order to stop a
these bike thefts.
Public Safety asks peop.
to call (209) 946-6911 if the
witness any suspicious activ
ity.

Public Safety Report
October 19-27, 2003 prepared by Officer John Alfred

Sony Playstation from room

Southwest Hall
Alpha Phi

VCR from residence

William Knox
Holt Library

Computer keyboard
Laptop computer and other

Southwest Hall

property
VANDALISM
Brook Side House

Small fire started in kitchen
No injuries reported

Mc Caffrey Center

Officer assisted a missing
person found on campus
subject was reported to the
Sheriffs department by
family. Officer returned
subject home
Vehicle was burglarized and an
"A" permit was taken

Wood Memorial
Bridge

Bicyclist fell off bicycle while
crossing the bridge. Victim transported
to hospital for treatment
Someone tried to access victim's computer but
were unable to get
past the password protection

Morris Chapel

Officer assisted the Stockton
Fire Department with a two
alarm fire started by an
unattended fire canister

motto, maxim, adage, epigram, aphorism,
apothegm, pretty sentiment, slogan, catchword
watchword, byword, catch phrase, axiom...

^ I If 5 From Page 2

fcyse tolerance improves,
y - I -e to nine months, you
v*3 I decrease the number
c I "*.-,per respiratory infecI - and your energy level
nc t^jses. By one vear your
. dving' from "heart dis1JT-1 ^ decreases to half that of
I belong smoker's risk,
be; I ,ner five years, the same
an; 1^ is decreased in regards to
I cancer. A non-smoker
ixnb I : 10 years can expect the
aji- I sk of lung cancer to be the
- I. -ie as a lifelong non-smok
er and the risk of all other
. l_-cers decreases as well.
I Of course this article
I id not be complete with| hearing the statistics
ir I - smoking, but when you
I-:ad these, please remember
"ia: I rat you may one day be the
ea. I "arent of a young child who
I "mds you desperately.
Tobacco use is the leading
T I -- rentable cause of death in
lire United States and is reL (sponsible for 440,000 deaths
y ~ Beach year. The United States
I Surgeon General's 1990 re|»rt differentiates smoking

We need one!

I

One card/meal plan update

Students on meal plans may now redeem their lunch period
meal plan count during breakfast. Just tell the cashier you
would like a "sack lunch" exchange. This can be helpful if
you will not be able to make it to the dining hall for lunch,
but still want to be able to utilize the meal plan. Any ques
tions please send them to PacificCard@pacific.edu.
ECHOES From Page 3
i rave been working with SEA

I ince I was a freshman in
I 1XJ0, and now am a senior

I - the School of InternaI conal Studies (SIS). Working
J ith SEA at the Anderson Y
I enter has allowed me to
I -prove my communication
I -id relation skills through
she interaction with people
f rt various local and official
I positions.
I have had the opportunity
to take a leadership position,
ne I was unaccustomed to
r-etore entering college. In
high school I worked with
r ubs on a minor scale; now,
I m running one, which as
I stated before, is quite a
change from my past experi
ence.
I couldn't have planned
involvement with the
mv
campus and university life

any better. I have always
had an interest in becoming
environmentally active and
involved, however I had no
such opportunities in high
school.
I am quite fortunate to
have discovered this group
among the many others on
campus. Though I haven't
affected the world on a large
scale, I have realized that you
can make a difference at a lo
cal level.
I started working to estab
lish the recycling program
we currently have and have
become very passionate
about the involvement that
SEA has in the community
and on campus.
This opportunity has also
allowed me a first-handed
experience of the time, effort,
and organization it takes to
make a difference not only at

Pacific, but in the community
as well. Working with SEA
has also helped me in other
areas.
This experience contrib
uted to my adjustment over
seas this past year. As an SIS
student I was fortunate to
travel abroad and visit Cairo,
Egypt.
Yet, the skills I had de
veloped working with SEA
at the Anderson Y Center
helped tone my social and
personal skills.
Thus, I was able to meet
people abroad with ease and
comfort. Overall, SEA has
been a worth-while and awe
some club to work with. If it
were it not for the dedicated
members of SEA, the experi
ence would not have been as
pleasurable nor as success
ful. Thank you to everyone
for your help.

well as his recent best sell
ing book, "A Long Strange
Trip: The Inside History of
the Grateful Dead," at the
Nov. 8 Pacific Music Busi-

rnm's you coveted

WeVe^

with an amazing selection of sweatshirts from.
O'NEILL • BILLABONG • SANTA CRUZ • LOST • RUSTY • HURLEY
ROXY • HIC • VOLCOM • FOX • NOR-CAL

363 Lincoln Center • 951-5581
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Developing Pacific's political community
By Jennifer Fredette

President of Pacific Democrats
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Politics affect us all. We may not
care about politics, but damn, it
sure does care about us! Just ask an
18-year old male registering for the
draft. If you're not speaking up, de
cisions will be made for you without
your input or consent—and some
times, those decisions can be scary.
That's why involvement in political
organizations is so important!
Liberals and conservatives have
the same goal in mind: to improve
their country. It just so happens that
they have different opinions on how
this goal can be achieved.
So, why get involved with the Pa
cific Democrats? We speak up and
hold activities to participate in and
educate both the Pacific and Stock
ton community about how we can
improve our country—from a lib
eral perspective. We're organizing
a large liberal meeting on Nov. 12
for all like-minded groups, such as
Students for Environmental Action
and the Pride Center.
We're hosting a "Phenomenal
Women" day of education, activi
ties and speeches for Dec. 2 in cel
ebration of over half of the world's
population.
Here are some other key markers
that you might be interested in par
ticipating in Pacific Democrats:
You appreciate women.
You
believe in gender equality under
the law. You think a woman should
make decisions concerning her own
body, instead of a congressman who
will never possess a uterus.
You like the environment. You
think pollution laws need to be
stronger.
You think companies
other than Shell and Chevron should
research alternatives to fossil fu

Photogiraph by Alex Wagner

els. You like Yosemite and Mono
Lake. Or maybe you just don't like
wheezing in L.A.
You think that school is a good
thing. It worries you that our
schools are getting worse and
worse, and our students getting
dumber and dumber. And your
conscience kind of bothers you
when you think that teachers prac
tically get paid in beans.
You know that it is impossible
to shell out more money on things
like education, health care, and
even the military, without bring
ing in more revenue. People who
call for tax cuts and more spending
on education or the military make
you giggle.
You like people. You think that,
as an American, it is your respon
sibility to help other Americans be
safe, healthy, and educated. You
have a hard time telling struggling
single moms, "Pay for private
schools!" You think kids shouldn't
be able to get their hands on semiassault rifles; and you think your
parents deserve good health care
after spending their entire lives
investing in Social Security.

DUKING IT OUT:
Fredette 04' (left)
represents the left
side of Pacific's
student-body and
Eric Tompkins 05'
(right) defends the
conservative wing.
After the fight, the
two shook hands and
began discussing
ways to increase
political awareness at
Pacific.

Bv Eric Tompkins

Co-Founder of College Repub
I icans

The College Republicans were
founded in 1892 at the University
of Michigan by James Francis Burke
and christened into existence by
then Ohio governor William McKinley, as the American College Repub
licans League. Burke went on to be
come the youngest chairman of the
Republican National Committee,
and Governor McKinley became the
25th president of the United States.
The College Republicans are
a dynamic growing organization
that seeks to educate, involve, sup
port, and prepare the current and
future leaders of the conservative
movement in our communities. The
College Republicans are working
to set the record straight on those
issues that are of importance to us
all: supporting strong communities
and families, making a quality edu
cation available to every child and
student, realizing the importance of
a single market economy, opportu
nity and diversity, and ensuring that
individual liberties are preserved.

Our overriding goal is to ,SlJp
a campus initiative of civic ir|vc
ment, while furthering the rnes,
of the GOP. Over the next sev
months the CR will bring speal
politicians, advocates,
repor
and many more to Pacific in o
to interact with and address
concerns of our campus struck
We will hold forums and put
articles outlining the Republican
sitions on local, state and fedtra
sues that impact each of us. Fin
we will do all these things, and
will have fun doing it.
This isn't your parents' parr. £
more. The College Republicans
the GOP are a higlily diverse sr
of people who value traditic
family values and fiscal respons:
ity. From partner organizationthe national gay and lesbian Rep
licans (Log Cabin Republicans
the fast growing Black and Ffisp:
Republicans, the College Rep
licans are a party of diversity
more information about the C: 11
Republicans, please visit wrwr:
gerepublicans.org or contact Eri
(209) 466-4929.
El Partido Republicano com:
muchas metas con la comuni
minoritaria. Como miembros
la comunidad minoritria com:
timos una serie comun de vale
objetivos y ambiciones. El esr::
del Partido Republicano es unc .
cada familia y persona merece i
vida major. El Partido Republic:
esta dedicado a: apoyar coir.:
dades y familias fuertes, hacerle :
ponible a cada estudiante educec
escolar de calidad, aumentar
comercio internacional, la dive
dad, asegurar que las libertades
dividuales se conserven. El Parr
Republicano es tu partido y es
PARTIDO TAMBIEN!

An interview with our very own, Dr. Ciprii
By Suzanne Vyborney

Staff Writer

Recently, I had the privi
lege of participating in A
Celebration of the Book, an
event hosted by the Pacific
Humanities Center and the
University Library.
This
event served as a reception
to "recognize and honor the
contributions of Humanities
faculty." Specifically, I got
the opportunity to personally
interview one of our fine fac
ulty authors, Dr. Zeljko (Jake)

Cipris, on his translation of
the book, Soldiers Alive.
Cipris obtained his doctor
ate from Columbia Universi
ty and he nowteaches cours
es in Japanese Language and
Japanese Culture in the Mod
ern Language and Literature
Department. He is currently
working on an essay trans
lation for an anthology of
proletarian writing called
On Antiwar Literature by Kuroshima Denji.
Soldiers Alive is an hon
est, yet disturbing look at

the experiences of Japanese
soldiers in Nanking dur
ing WWII. It demonstrates
the brutality and violence
soldiers were capable of, yet
reminds us of the human
ity these same men were
stripped of as pawns of the
Japanese government. Its au
thor, Ishikawa Tatsuzo wrote
Soldiers Alive as a response
to his frustration about the
biased and dishonest view
he felt was presented by the
Japanese government. As a
journalist/novelist, Tatsuzo-.

knew that there were stories
other than the conventional
ones in the newspapers,
which presented the soldiers
as brave, noble and valiant.
For eight days he inter
viewed soldiers from the
33rd Infantry Regiment of
the 16th Division and from
their observations and ex
periences he created Soldiers
Alive. This bold work which
presented the Imperial army
as something less than heroic
was immediately banned by
the Ministry of the Interior

and its author, Ishikawa, w
sentenced to years of cc
finement.
Dr. Cipris translated S
diers Alive and Fus trans!
tion of the book has be
nominated for the pregious Kiriyama Pacific Ri
Book Prize. He said he w
inspired to translate Sc
Alive because ft is ar. c:
standing example of liter:
depictions of war. Below
an excerpt from my inte

See Cipris page 8
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Dude rings true

ligerence and governmen of the core groups within By Tereso Schaur
Moore who can't stand Bush
tal slavery are destroyed. the party used to be Roman Foreign Correspondent
either. But another important
Pacifists should be the ones Catholics. The strength of
point is that Europe eyed
America's last presidential
begging us for tolerance and the party rested on pulling
Europe
has
a
new
pop
star.
Former United States Sen
telling us not to use a litmus groups from the Republican He's not quite as sexy as Sha- election very critically, and
ator, Paul Wellstone coined
test for allowing them to play Party after the Democrats kira, and not quite as cool as is now honestly upset by
|e phrase, the "Democratic
a role in our party, instead of lost the great moral debate Eminem. He writes books Moore's account of what hap
Iwing of the Democratic Parthe opposite. But we do not over slavery.
and makes documentaries. pened behind the scenes.
L."
MVi.
The tenors of social justice His name is Michael Moore.
And last, but not least: Stu
make
you
explain.
Why?
We
Wellstone was all that a
pid
White Men contains truths
and
equality
pulled
many
In Germany, Stupid White
recognize that FDR made us
|senator should be: coura
"Corporate America"
about
groups,
like
Catholics,
into
Men sold more copies in its
geous, compassionate, and the party of inclusion and the party. Now, the "real
that
are
true for old Europe
first year after its release
tolerance of opinion. Real
intelligent. His idea of a
probably
just as well. It's just
Democrats"
are
alienating
than in the United States.
real Democrat," however, Democrats can be pacifists or
more
comfortable
to criticize
them
once
again.
Forty-six
According to the Frankfurter
is neither coherent with the very militaristic. One issue
capitalistic
America
than to
percent
of
Catholics
voted
Allgemeine Zeitung, one of
history of the party, nor its does not determine if one is
look
at
who's
responsible
for
Bush
in
2004.
Many
are
Germany's most important
current make-up. People like a Democrat or not, especially Democrats who have left
newspapers, 630,000 copies over here...
this
issue.
Howard Dean and Michael
If Europeans loved Stupid
because
of
the
abortion
po
were sold in the U.S. in its
That is what is so re
Moore join him in falsely
White
Men, they must like
sition.
Not
simply
that
the
first year, compared to 1.1
identifying Democratic core pulsive about the current
Dude
even
better. While in
presidential
candidate
sup
million in Germany. Also
presidential race. Howard
prindples.
his
first
book,
Moore concen
ported
abortion
rights,
but
I in the UK and several other
Worse, they use a two- Dean and General Wesley
on
the
U. S., he now
trated
that
the
party
demands
full
European countries, Stupid
oronged litmus test for what Clark are favored over Dick
takes a look at international
support
in
protecting
abor
White
Men
has
been
on
the
a "real Democrat" is. They Gephardt and John Kerry by
relations, and stands up for
bestseller lists for months.
tion rights.
contend that the Democratic this sect in the party. How
At
the
beginning
of
Octhe countries that opposed
The
Catholic
Church,
Party is the anti-war party ard Dean's long history of
tober,
Dude,
Where's
My
the Iraq War
rightfully,
will
never
flip
on
and that all Democrats must being an economic centrist,
Country?
appeared
as
No.
France, which was pun
the
issue
of
abortion.
So
attacking medical benefits,
oppose abortion.
19 on Amazon Germany's ished (for its call for more
must
a
practicing
Catholic
They do not realize that and supporting gun rights,
w e a P ° n*
ignore their church's teach b e s t s e l l e r „
Democrats are Democrats and General Clark's vot
ing and his or her conscienfce list.
Not
|raq
^£eaccheese
because of their values, not ing record, (which is dotted
on the issue of abortion to bad, given
with
votes
for
Republicans)
specific policy positions on
boycott
and
remain a player in the party, that it was
two issues. Most troubling, are supposed to be ignored
'WhnnnPK with
renaming
or should they instead ig written in
f
(Belgian)
they turn their back on the because they are "real Demo
nore
their
desires
and
their
E
n
g
l
i
s
h
crats"
because
they
opposed
French fries,
centerpiece of the party: tol
the war in Iraq. Meanwhile, church's desires for a more and hadn't
will
savor
erance and inclusion.
just, equal and fair society even been
—————
five
When you think Demo Gephardt and Kerry who
number
and vote Republican? How r e l e a s e d
crat, do you think of Dean, have fought courageously
of Moore's Iraq War Combo
yet.
McGovern and Wellstone, for Democratic proposals in about neither?
By now the book came Meals called the "Whop
The Democratic Party
Congress
are
being
thrown
or do you think of the great
per with Freedom Fries
must remain the big tent par out, and it is likely that the
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, out the window, because of
(and
American
Cheese):
ty. These litmus tests destroy follow-up to Stupid White
Woodrow Wilson and John one vote. The litmus test is
The
French
are
not
on our
that. Our core members are Men will achieve cult status
F. Kennedy? I think of the blind and ignorant.
side
and
they
may
be our
We as Democrats lost the being alienated because one equal to that of its predeces enemy!...One of the signs
latter, and guess what, these
sect has grabbed the party by sor. But why is that?
men were not pacifists. battle on the moral issue of
Is it because Europeans of true friendship is when
the throat and wallet. Anti
In fact, they led the fight the 1840s and 1850s. That
feel
to
M^l Mooi is your friend feels comfortable
war activists can belong to
against fascism and com issue was slavery, and we
to
Andley feel comfort- enough to let you ^ow when
munism. They used military sided with valuing econom the party, but we are not a ablv confirmed? They feel you're screwing up. That is
tactics to fight the good fight ics and choice over life and party of pacifists. Likewise, that Moore says what they
of friend you should
for democracy outside of our justice. We were locked out pro-lifers should be allowed themselves aJays thought- hope for. That rs the fund of
of control until FDR. We are to belong to the party with -in a hilariously funny and friend France was being.
nation.
But the real merit of
Michael Moore says we making the same mistake we out having to flip on the is
entertaining way.
Moore's new book is not
should be grateful to France made last time with abor sue of abortion.
First, a favorite Euro
The core values of our
that Europeans may feel
for helping us to win the tion. Most of us know that
pean
prejudice is that many
Revolutionary War. If their abortion is wrong. Yet, once party are inclusion, diversity Americans are, well, a little confirmed in their opinion
of American politics. It's the
actions are venerable, why again we side with choice and and tolerance. Let these take
less cultured and a bit less
fact that masses of people on
are our actions in deliver economics. The Democratic precedent. Members of the
ing the freedom of religion, wing of the Democratic Party party are members because No wonder they love a book both continents are suddenly
speech and press, along with tells us that men should not of all of these values, and
u A Stunid White Men that interested in serious issues
al d rtemaHonal
democracy, liberating mil tell women how to live their the party policy should re
flect
a
rigorous,
continuing,
lives.
That's
what
you
said
lions of our fellow humans,
^
With his unique way of
not celebrated, but rather last time. You were wrong democratic debate about are getting wrong^ ^
how
to
further
these
values.
then, you are wrong now.
denigrated?
Litmus tests destroy that
We are not the party of Learn.
If you do not accept that and lead our party down the publicans and in particular everybody to question the
selfishness.
War is not only for self-de we should be a pro-life party, path towards ruin. Let us di disliked moralizing George world around him.
fense. We have an obligation then at least, be tolerant of verge from this path, so that
"God bless America" W.
to the rest of humanity to those within the party who together we may lead this Bush. Naturally, they like
ensure that genocide, bel oppose abortion rights. One country.
jjnhert Christian
^taii Writer

War Combo
Meals, called the
•Whopper witn
Freedom Fries'^
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Breaking backstage
I I

:

'

I

!

1! i

U

T'V

i

Roaming around like
Trying to break back hind it are not. According to Lewis and Clark, I decided
stage at a 311 concert is as my last escapade on the East I was better off just going
tough as chewing sandpa Coast, I was a journalist for to my seat and enjoying
per. I was sure I would land Maxim, Time, life and most
the concert. The scene was
an interview with S.A., for importantly, Sports Illus
as cloudy as a Cheech and
the sake of journalism, but trated. So I knew my "Frank
Chong
„ movie; all around
the dreams of the little man Abagnale-ing" was in good
shape.
Hey,
in
my
mind
I
can
me
people
kept passing
coming up big in the world
of editors was shattered sell glasses to a blind man. the sticky-icky.
Being the social butterfrom the very beginning. So, as I entered the filmore, I
thought
they
were
gonna
let
fly
that I am, I spread my
In my confidence of this
me
walk
in
and
treat
me
like
wings
and met a fellow
interview, I had asked
I
was
V.I.P.
Well
that
lasted,
who
kept
throwing his
the Pacifican for their only
until
I
met
the
first
security
hands
in
the
air, as it, he
digital camera used to take
guard.
Laughing
and
mockjust
did
not
care.
The dude
pictures, because that's
ing
me,
he
just
said
no
ticket,
told
me
a
story
that
really
what cameras do, they take
no show. Luckily I had a back bothered me. He told me
pictures.
Not realizing it was the up plan. I had a ticket. Enter- his 'homegirl' almost got
Pacifican camera and noth ing the Filmore and people in a fight. I asked him why
watching, I was snooping after all it's a concert, "and
ing seems to work at the
Pacifiian because of bud for a plan to get backstage. I M told me a couple: of
get—the fact of the matter knew the ushers were as use- chicks had told his girl that
is, our school would rather less as used diapers, consid- she was "too ghetto for a
. _ ,
use our tuition to build ering they were average Joes 311 concert."
like
you
and
1
trying
to
watch
For
the
love
of
God,
fences and over-water the
a
free
concert.
So
my
best
bet
aren't
concerts
a
place
grass instead of supporting
was security.
'
where diversity comes
the school newspaper-Oh,
The
key
to
a
good
fib
is
together
for appreciation
and it didn't help that I
finding
a
person
who
will
of
art?
1
soon realized
was seeing how far I could
buy
it.
'People-watching'
is
that
even
in
a place where
chuck the camera in the
key.
I
saw
a
security
guard
joints
were
passed to
air without dropping it or
taking
advantage
of
his
duty
neighbors
with
smiles and
playing catch with another
(sounds
familiar),
flirting
hugs,
ignorance
still exworld renowned columnist
with
a
bunch
of
girls.
I
saw
isted.
Music
has
no
gender,
the Pacific provides. So
him
as
my
ticket
inside
the
color
or
sexual
preference,
without a workable Cam
era, I was a bit upset but land of groupies and all you Music isnt about money
I have a sister and she has can eat brownies. I went back in pockets, but apprecia
a camera, so that situation te mv seat and for the life of tion of poetry,
me couldn't figure out how
I was content with not
worked itself out.
to
work
the
digital.
Before
getting
backstage because
Arriving at the Filmore,
1
knew
it,
Captain
Super
I
was
happy
I saw a great
I pulled out my press pass
Usher
came
out
of
left
field
performance.
I was a bit
(not my Pacifican press
and
confiscated
my
camera,
worried
about
my sister's
pass), thinking I was as
Talk
about
taking'
vour
job
camera,
so,
I
went
to get
good as gold. This pass
too
seriously.
it
horn
the
coat
rack.
I was
was my meal ticket. This
After
five
minutes
of
doinformed
!
needed
to
beespass has gotten me into
bating
with
captain
I
found
corted
out
with
the
camera,
Camden yards, the old Vet
and made me a V.I.P in strip mvself again losing the 1 knew my day would not
clubs, bars and other clubs. battle, so I walked with him be complete without pullYou would be surprised to the coat rack and dropped ing a simple scam. I got
my camera, was escorted
what people would do for it off. Walking back, I saw a
out and a minute later con
chick
with
a
Pacific
sweater
their 15 minutes of fame
and who better to provide and said "nice sweater." vinced an usher to let me
it than I, even if it is not re She just looked at me as if I back in, in time to catch the
ally 15 minutes. Don't get was mocking her; her initial last song and a cult classic;
me wrong, the press pass is reaction was, "wow, I am "Down, Down."
for real, but the stories be- surprised he can read."

characters
* b<
are
deh
and do dekun,,
izing tHira g- "~^di
this boolc
precedents
- tl
respect
eith r
Japanese
literati
or other
x-. aitj
literature?
DR. CIPRIS: Professor by day,
Pacific.edu
A; jt does, in
Japanese book translator by night. erature/ which criticises i
view with Dr. Cipris on his itself (or the socio-eeonoi
translation of Soldiers Alive.
system, which
Q: How has this transla- it), rather than its l< - "<•
tion changed you—what did perpetrators who ha\ e tx
you learn from it?
brutalized by being rr
A: The book has further wage it. What is rinrcei
strengthened my skepticism find is a narrative lilce . 2 :
regarding official stories zo, which acknowleci ^es
propagated by the powerful. atrocities committed t> 0:
Q: What would you like own nation, yet en :::
people to learn after reading neither the soldiers <±r:a
responsible nor thos-e
your translation?
A: I hope the book will be sent them to war.
Q: Why is Tatsuzocr:
yet another reminder that
militarism and imperialism of the sanitized prese. ::
are very nasty phenomena of the war, but not of th e
indeed, no matter how at- itself?
A: Because he is cor. ::
tractively they may be
that the war is being r
dressed up, or by whom.
Q: How would you ex to protect the vital i r 2
plain the violence depicted of his nation. We can retrospect that the war
in the book?
A: It cannot be justified, in fact disastrous to
but it can be explained. Their sides.
Six and a half decadegovernment told the sol
diers that their mission was we can find many intell: g
to liberate a nation, and to and realistic people in
bring peace and prosperity country who acknov. A
to its citizens. Yet, they found that the U.S. military- Jd
themselves facing very in thousands of Afghan c
tense armed resistance from ians and further thou-:
the very people on whose ap- of Iraqi civilians, yet rer
parent behalf they were risk- convinced that the c =
ing their lives. This made the were unavoidable in a
soldiers cynical and angry, being fought to protect
The local population came vital interests of this nan
to seem stupid, ungrateful, In the future, we mayirrationally
violent, and all this very differently.
Q: What do you feel is
unworthy of any affection.
Once that sort of a mindset most important mess::
takes over, atrocities become which can be gained :: 1
almost inevitable. This is the book?
A: Well, the most iirr
not uniquely Japanese: U.S.
tant
message (though hic
soldiers in Vietnam know
even
from the book's
ingly tossed hand grenades
ented
author) might be :
into
bunkers sheltering
Get
a
black
belt in intelle:
women and children. (The
self-defense
because, sunderlying cynicism is visible in such military jingles great dissident journai:-:
as: "Napalm, napalm, sticks Stone pointed out, " G c s
like glue, sticks to mommies ments lie."
^

j
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The hassles of air-travel Paris 2002-2003
jy Poiqe

Elisha

Staff Writer

As I make my annual pil
grimage back east to see the
boyfriend, I am once again
raced with the not so pleas
ant realities of air travel.
Unfortunately, I seem to be
condemned to a life of soli
tary travel—it is hard, but
certainly a bit comical.
First, anyone who knows
me knows that I always, no
matter what the length of my
trip, seem to have three or
four carry-on bags. I don't
know how it happens, it just
does.
I know it isn't allowed, so
I spend a half-hour on the
way to the airport stressing
out about how I am going
to shove three medium-sized
bags into one or two not-solarge backpacks. I will try
this until I have worn myself
out, and eventually give up
and move on to plan "B:" act
cute and ignorant. "What do
you mean I can't bring these
three huge bags on board
with me?"
As
if
maneuvering
through security and finding
a place to wait until my flight
boards isn't enough, there is
always the inevitable trip to
that bathroom with my everincreasing bags. Usually I
have one with a long strap
over my neck, a backpack on
both shoulders and a rolling
case if I am lucky—when I
am not, there will be more.
Traveling alone means that
it all must somehow fit into
that tiny bathroom stall with
me. Those 4x3 stalls are not
big to begin with, and now
I have to fit how much in
there? I have worked out the
only system I see possible:
push the roller bag in as far
as you can first, and then
squeeze behind it. Next, try
to twist your body (a bit dif
ficult with the full backpack)
so that you can push the
roller to the side, force the
door closed and then push
the roller behind the door.
Drape one bag on the hook
on the door, hang your jacket
or sweatshirt on it and start
working on finding a place
for that backpack. Hooray,
I am in the stall! That is just

The author of this pho
tograph,
and his interest in
Guest Writer
computers and technology
Effectively describing the and strange music (just like
study abroad experience is a lot of people here on cam
like trying to get a land mass pus), is just an example. The
slightly smaller than Texas to first time I met him he told
fit into an empty Corona bot me his name was Benjamin,
tle. And you know, I think and, thinking I did not un
that it could be even harder derstand what he had said,
than that to convey the per continued: "You know, like
sonal change and the intel Benjamin Franklin."
I remember also the first
lectual awareness that going
time
that I went to my friend
to and studying in another
Kuwait Airways.com
house in a suburb
Jean-Noel's
country affects on a person.
AIRPORTS: Crowds, luggage, and overpriced food--could it
of
Paris,
and
was surprised
get any worse?
No matter what age you
to
see
that
the
movie posters
get a kick out of going to the are, where you want to go, or
getting in.
on
his
walls
reflected
a sense
Getting out is just as tricky. airport. I would jump at your personal interests, there
taste
and
a
personality
not
of
It seems inevitable that the chance to drive the four are a million things that you
unlike
those
of
students
that
somewhere along the way, hours to Denver to pick my can discover in traveling for we run across everyday on
one item of mine will brush older sister up at the airport any period of time.
So now, as I sit down to the Pacific campus.
against the toilet seat, the when she would come back
I also remember the people
write this article, you can see
thought of which sends chills to visit.
that
I met during my intern
I loved the constant move my dilemma: what one expe
down my spine.
ship
with a Parisian homeless
Airports are also laugh ment of people, the flow of rience should be chosen from shelter. They talked about
ably inconvenient when it travelers negotiating the these millions of experiences love, and their passions, and
comes to food. Due to recent crowded concourses. The that would best convey to played Scrabble.
financial problems, airlines sound of the PA system you (whose background in
These people had come to
have begun to cut back on would prick my ears and terests count so many billions Paris not only from regions
their food service. Gee, no demand my attention, even more of experiences had, and of
high-unemployment
problem, nothing like one of when I knew no announce to be had, and desired to within France, but Eastern
those huge bags of pretzels ment would ever concern me. have) than the scant few of Europe and Northern Africa
to get you through a six-hour There is just something about my personal experience?
I do not think that it is and sometimes even places
the feel of airports, with their
flight!
farther away from France
Fine, I think, I can suck it dim lights, constant elevator necessary to travel abroad than that. But no matter
up and spend the obscene music and corridor after cor to have a satisfying life. It where any of these people
nine dollars on a turkey ridor of moving walkways, is by no means my task to came from, they all pos
judge what billions of other
sandwich in the airport. But shops and gates.
people
should do in order to sessed a love of joy and a de
The most amazing part
wait, walking through LAX
sire similar to that which lies
tonight (where I was count of an airport is being able live happily.
However, I can say that for within every one of us.
ing on picking up dinner), I to stand under those six or
I made friends with one
find store after store closed. more TV screens and gaze at me, and for quite a number Algerian man who loved
Outside stand signs explain the seemingly endless possi of people on this campus talking about his girlfriend
ing that the recent decrease bilities of destinations. Hong (both people who have lived who he wanted to marry,
in airline travel has resulted Kong, Honolulu or Houston; abroad and people who are saying, "I really love her. It
in the temporary closing of Bakersfield, Baltimore, Bang currently doing so), studying is not because she is French."
abroad is like slowly empty
restaurants. Hmmm. Finally kok or Boston.
But the study abroad ex
Those screens are still up, ing the tightly-packed sand perience is not entirely about
I find somewhere open, and
end up spending eight dol but somehow things have that we as a culture have learning how similar another
lars on a smoothie. At least changed. Maybe it is my squished into a bottle.
culture is to our own.
Grain-by-grain, symbolthree studies abroad or sim
it is healthy.
Like Paige Elisha wrote
Now that people are forced ply due to commuting back by-symbol, we start to un in her article about her se
to provide their own food, and forth between school fold the story of a nation, of mester in Ghana, when we
airplane cabins are filled with and home, but flying has ourselves and of individuals study abroad we run into
really become a different ex that do not come from the things like buses full of cock
quite a variety of smells.
same background as we do.
Nothing like sitting in perience
roaches that challenge us to
I am still grateful and ap It opens millions of stories heighten our tolerance level
front of someone eating a Big
Mac. On the way to Philadel preciative of those big (yet and discoveries that make for bugs of all shapes and
phia, the smell of McDonalds seemingly little) machines us realize that we—both per sizes. We are given invita
fills our small plane. I can't that whisk us so easily and sonally and collectively—are tions, welcome to evaluate
decide which is worse, being quickly from one point to hardly even an inkling in this and reevaluate our ethics
in a confined space with the another. They are a modern- huge bottle of dirt.
and morals with those of our
For me, having a person
stuff, or realizing that I am day miracle.
new environment.
I think the problem is ality that tends to focus on
hungry for it. Apparently,
We finish with a renewed
the smoothie isn't going to clear; it is me. I have got to social life, when I recall my impression of ourselves and
learn how to do this. I can experiences in Paris I first
do it.
remember the people that I
I used to love to fly. Heck, I
See PARIS page 10
See
TRAVEL
page
10
met while J was there.
even liked it so much I would
By Cloro Siverson
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WLAJJ rr m_ fycUc. ^qlcLspu^"If you want to understand the causes
that existed in the
past, look at the results
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as they are manifested in the present.
And if you want to understand what re
sults will be manifested in the future, look
at the causes that exist in the present."
-Nichiren
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By Alexandra Wagn er
Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

Rhetoric vo. reality

'I will defend my record in Iraq since the A.rrie*x~i
at the appropriate time occupation began and
and look forward to it. I'll after last Monday s
say that the world is more tack that left 43 deaci
peaceful and more free another 200 wounded,^ lie
under my leadership, and Iraqi people declared a
of resistance.' On this dr.
America is more secure."
This statement by Presi parents opted to keep th si
dent Bush at a Rose Garden kids home from schc Buddhist Student Associ
| hews conference on Oct. 28 and many businesses elosea
offers an important lesion their doors to protest
to the American people on violence surrounding tie
break
my
back
trying
to
get
TRAVEL from page 9 this or that?'
the need to distinguish be American occupation.
them
into
the
overhead
bin
What if the airplane is too
Since the Supreme Cc ur
tween rhetoric and reality
and
give
up
precious
leg
cold? What if I am feeling
learn how to do this! I can't
elected
Bush in 20OO,
under
this
administration.
space,
jamming
them
under
really motivated and want
do this. Why is it that I can't to finish my political science the seat in front of me. It is
While every voter will en have lost the
leave the house without five
have to decide for them- to receive a safe
reading. This never hap both sad and embarrassing.
bags, why I can't part with
selves,
I will argue that this procedure that o
Some
day
I
will
break
this
pens.
my jacket long enough to let
statement
is a clear example their lives and all
nasty
habit.
Someday
I
will
I cart all of these things
it go with my checked bag
of
the
many
uses of rhetoric American people
get
the
hang
of
this.
around with me, knock
gage? There is always that
by
Bush
in
order
to cover up the freedom to live with o.
Until
then,
on
go
the
seven people on the head
thought in the back of my (or shin) trying to drag them misadventures in airplane
the sad realities that exist as fear that the government s
mind: 'but what if I want
spying on them.
a result of his leadership.
down the narrow plane aisle, travel.
Since the Bush Adn»
First, let us ask what part
of the world is enjoying istration rushed the USA
PARIS from page 9
more freedom and peace Patriot Act through
as a result of President gress, the governmerr. r
our surroundings.
Bush's actions? One might has the right to access ar
We begin to unravel the
argue the Iraqi people are citizens' library records
symbols and stereotypes of
statements,
arse
more free since the U.S. bank
the culture we have entered,
blew-up Baghdad and other personal inform a
and come away from the
ousted Saddam Hussein, without having to pr
experience with hearts filled
but even that is debatable, reasonable cause for suspi
with a greater understand
and I hardly believe anyone cion. Even if you argue :
ing of the world: a greater
can argue their lives are America is "more sec
understanding of each grain
more peaceful as a result. under Bush's watch, it
of sand, each aspect of the
Rather than present some definitely not freer.
French—or whatever other
"The world is mequote or statistic reported
culture.
by The New York Times to peaceful..." I leave you v.
We reflect upon each tiny
prove that they are not, I a few statistics on the sta
aspect and carefully replace
consulted a number of Arab tus of America since Buit in its bottle, leaving the
newspapers to find out if became president to heir]
culture and each grain vir
that region of the world is you distinguish the rea tually unchanged by our
enjoying the freedom and ity of that statement (ves ]
observation, but taking each
peace that Bush argues he these are from the N e z c
unraveled morsel into our
Times):
created.
hearts.
* 34.6 million America- ]
Similarly to the articles
And a large portion of that
that appear in U.S., news live in poverty
land mass the size of Texas* 360 soldiers and sere:a
papers from Qatar, Kuwait,
or Russia, or Lithuania-is
people have been killc.
Iraq, and Egypt are filled
effectively embedded into
with the same reports of since the war began in Ira a
our own life stories.
daily attacks in Iraq, Israel, 222 since after Bush declare,
and Palestine. Gulf News the war over in May.
Photograph by Benjamin Pi
| reported that there are as
many as 30 attacks per day
STUDYING ABROAD: Describing the experience is not an easy

t I

task--it's like trying to fit Texas into a Corona bottle.
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performance

By Georgette Rodarakis
Lifestyles Editor

Eager attendees arrived at Faye
Spanos Concert Hall over an hour
early this past weekend to experi
ence the sound of the nine-time
Grammy-winning jazz musician,
Wynton Marsalis.
The sold-out concert drew
many from the Stockton com
munity, including Jazz Director
of Capital Public Radio Gary Vercelli. Vercelli-also an on-air radio
host-introduced Marsalis as not
only an accomplished artist but
also as a "classy dresser," which I
attest is true.
When
the lights finally
dimmed, Marsalis and his entourage entered onto the stage where
they were received with a roaring
applause.
Marsalis, who plays the trumpet, was accompanied by his
quintet: Eric Lewis on piano, Wess
Anderson on saxophone, Carlos
Henriquez on bass, and Ali Jack
son on drums.
rne band
nana put
put on
on aa mind-blowmmu-oiuwThe
ing performance. Tenor saxophonist Scott McGinty of the Brubeck
Institute said, "The concert was
un real'" The cacophony of sweet,
How to Advertise
smooth, soulful sounds amazed'
•Display-We accept national and local
even those who were aware of his
display advertising. For more informamusical genius.
|tion, contact our advertising staff at (209)
The ensemble played sev
946-2114.
eral
pieces including "Ramblin',"
I •Classified-Classified advertising can be
"Cherokee,"
"Free to be," "Me
(purchased $1 per line for Pacific staff and
and
you,"
and
"Big Fat Hen."
•students, $2 per line for all others. Please

V

call (209)946-2115.
How to Subrscribe
•A one year subscription to The Pacifican
costs $32 ($17 per semester).
Send check or money order to:
The Pacifican 3601 Pacific Ave.,
Stockton, CA95211 attn: Subscriptions.
How to Contact Us
he Pacifican is located in the courtyard of |
South/West Hall.
lain Phone: (209) 946-2115
Fax: (209) 946-2195
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
*iews: (209) 946-2062

acificannews@uop.edu
perspectives: (209) 946-2253

acificanperspectives@uop.edu
[lifestyles: (209) 946-2255

cificanlifestyles@uop.edu
[Sports: (209) 946-2193

cificansports@uop.edu
lail: 3601 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95211

by Georgette ^daraki,
SIGNING: Wynton Marsalis signs autographs after his performance,

Director of Development for the Conservatory and the Brubeck Institute,
Katie Neubauer said, "'Cherokee' was
unique because he never played the
melody."
Two hours passed and the band
graciously took their bows and exited
the stage. The audience quickly rose
to their feet and gave the ensemble a
standing ovation, and within minutes,
the quintet returned for an encore.
Throughout the performance, Marsalis chatted with his fellow band mates
which made it a intimate experience.
Senior Nancy Ladd said, "I liked to
watch the interaction between Marsa
lis, the band, and the audience."
During the encore Marsalis took
pauses to explain that the great thing

about the Blues is that they "can
have a lot of space" and that "you
don't have to be in a hurry."
The performance was extraordi
nary and something every Pacific
student shouldn't have passed up.
Junior Alberto
™ Castello said, " I
really enjoyed the performance. His
quintet is awesome. This was one of
those rare experiences I'll remember
for a lifetime."
Marsalis, who is also a big ad
vocate of educating the present
generation about jazz, stayed after
the performance to sign autographs
and listen to Pacific's Brubeck In
stitutes' sextet. He gave them what
Newbauer explained was an "Im-

See JAZZ page 12

KFC chicken: A healthy choice?

Original Recipe meal had ledd fat than a BK Whopper
By Eugene Sefanov
Guest Writer
As competition in the fast-food
market increases, KFC sales have
declined. This week, KFC will im
plement a new strategy designed to
inform the public that fried chicken
can in fact, be part of a nutritious
diet.
"We want to set the record
straight. Consumers should no
longer feel guilty about eating fried
chicken," Scott Bergren, KFC's Ex
ecutive Vice President, Marketing
and Food Innovation said.
"Consumers will be surprised to
learn they can enjoy fried chicken as
HEALTHY: KFC claims fried chicken
part of a healthy, balanced diet. Of
can be a part of a balanced diet.
course, they should eat all food in

moderation, and balance that with
an appropriate amount of exerciseit's all about energy in, energy out,"
Bergren continued.
Fried Chicken vs. The Whopper

The Louisville, Kentucky based
company will begin comparing its
"Original Recipe" chicken's nutri
tion content (fat, carbohydrates and
protein) to Burger King's Whopper.
"Until now, most people prob
ably didn't realize they can enjoy an
entire freshly prepared meal at KFC
("Original Recipe" chicken breast,
mashed potatoes with gravy and
corn on the cob) for less fat and calo-

See KFC page 13
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^on-TraditionaC Students
Compiled bv Delia Richardson

Adult Student Coordinator
The non-traditional students at Pacific are celebrating Non-Traditional Student month.

Q; What is Non-Traditional Student Month?

A: November is a month set aside to honor adults who have decided to return to
school, to pursue their college degree.

Q: Who are adult non-traditional students?

M

1

A: Any student who has had a break in his/her pursuit of a higher education and who
is returning to college to complete personal, academic and /or career goals. These stu
dents are often in transition: downsized, divorce, career change, empty nest syndrome,
released from the military, or simply pursuing their dream of a college education.
Q: What is the difference between a traditional and non-traditional student?
A: The traditional student is responsible for one person. A non-traditional student
struggles to meet the demand for themselves, their spouses, their children and their
jobs. Often, they are part of the sandwich generation, caring for both young children
and/or elderly parents at the same time.

Q: What is a typical day like, in the life of a non-traditional student?

E
t

A: They attend classes before, after or around working hours. They must shop for ne
cessities, feed their families, help with the children's homework, get everyone bathed
and off to bed at a reasonable time, clean house, do laundry and then study.

Q: Are there many non-traditional students?

A: This targeted population constitutes a significant and growing portion of the Cali

fornia higher education student body. There are over 200 students at Pacific who fit this
profile.

Q: What effect do these students have on higher education?

A: As adults re-enter higher education their institutions are challenged to be flexible

and receptive.

Photograph by Kris'sr

SEXTET: Brubeck Boys received advice from Marsalis.
promptu master class."
McGinty said, "He is prob
ably the best jazz influence
in our generation. The idea
of him giving us his time
was unbelievable. It was like
'What the Hell'."
This great musical concert
was hosted by the Conserva
tory and was co-sponsored
by ASUOP, who provided
"invaluable production sup
port," Neubauer said.

Products or
opportunities,
You control your destiny

Holiday Cinemas 8

Megan 209.932.7476
or 831.588.0350

Fri.-Tburs.: (11/07-1115

A: These students have issues such as childcare, financial assistance, evening and

weekend classes, part-time schedules, and learning disabilities. Adult learning differ
ences and assessment of prior learning are among many of the concerns that must be
addressed.
For more information contact Adult Student Coordinator, Delia Richardson at (209) 946-2424.

www.youravon.com/cathykane

831.345.2924
independent AVON sales repre
sentatives
Festival Cinemas
6436 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
(209) 951-2163
Fri.-Thurs. (11/07-11/13)

M•

Stockton, CA
(209) 955-5680

•;

TIK "6" ST2T
Georgette Rodarakis is taking a break this week.
The "G" Spot will return next week addressing the music
industry.

Fit: (12:15. 2:45,5:15) 7:45,10:10
Sat.: 7:45,10:10
Sun. & Tues.: (12:15,2:45,5:15) 8:00
Mon. & Wed.-Thurs.: (2:55,5:25) 8:00

p.m. show on Tuesday)
Fri.-Tues.: (10:45, 12:15, 1:00.
35, 3:10, 3:50,4:30) 6:30, 7:00. ":
9:30,
10:00, 10:20, 11:00
Wed.-Thurs.: (12:15, 1:00. 1:35..
10, 3:50,4:30) 6:30, 7:00, 7:30.95
10:00, 10:20
Fri.-Tues.: (11:15, 1:40,4:10'
10, 9:35
Wed.-Thurs.: (1:40,4:10)7:10?
Love Actually-R-No passes

Mystic River-R

Fri.-Tues: (12:20, 3:30) 7:05.10

Fri.: (12:30,3:30)6:30,9:30

Wed.-Thurs.: (12:20, 3:301"

Sat.: 6:30,9:30
Sun. & Tues.: (12:30,3:30) 7:30
Mon. & Wed.-Thurs: (4:25) 7:30
School of Rock-PG-13
Fri.: (11:50,2:15,4:35) 7:15,9:40

10:05
Brother Bear-G-No passes
Showing on two screens
Fri.-Tues.: (10:50, 11:45,1:05.5

Sat.: 7:15,9:40

00, 3:20,4:15, 5:40) 6:25, 7:45.9

Sun. & Tues.: (11:50,2:15,4:35) 7:25

00, 9:50

Mon. & Wed.-Thurs.: (2:25,4:45) 7:25

Lifestyles is looking for writers interested in writing about
music, celebrities, religion and money. E-mail pacificanlifes
tyles@pacific.edu

Showing on four screens (No -

Elf-PG-No passes
Texas Chainsaw Massacre-R

:i;

6262 West Lane

Matrix Revolutions-R-No pass

Q: What are some of the needs of the adult non-traditional student?

f

"I thought it was great]
the Conservatory could bi
such a well accomplishes
ist to Pacific," Ladd saic
The Conservatory is
ebrating its 125 year ai
versary. The next event ti
have planned will be a :
concert, put on next rr ::
featuring Pacific's ore
tra and chorus perforr.
Beethoven's Ninth Syrr.v

Kill Bill-R
Fri.: (12:00,2:30,5:00) 7:30,10:00
Sat.: 7:30,10:00
Sun. & Tues.:(12:00,2:30, 5:00) 7:45
Mon. & Wed.-Thurs.: (2:40,5:10) 7:45

Wed.-Thurs.: (1:05, 2:00,3:20.
15,5:40) 6:25,7:45,9:00.9:50
Scary Movie 3-PG13
Fri.-Tues.: (11:00, 1:10,3:15.:
7:35, 9:45
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KFC from page 11
than a Burger King Whopper.
5th more and more Americans on
is and increasingly health-conIUS, we thought it was important
get this information to consumers
they can judge for themselves
to make KFC part of their
althv lifestyle," Bergren said.
Each piece of fried chicken con;19 grams of fat and 380 caloThe Whopper has 43 grams of
and 710 calories, far more than
2's chicken. The Whopper is an
y target for KFC to beat because
sandwich is considered one of
the most fatty burgers in the fastfood industry.
"I believe it's a great idea for KFC
to put out the nutrition facts if they
are actually concerned about Ameri
cans and their health, but I highly
doubt that's the case. It's pretty
much a huge marketing and adver
tising ploy," junior business major,
Janna Kaufman said.
In the past, KFC has tried to set
itself apart from the rest of the fastfood world that they helped build.
"There's fast food. Then there's
KFC" was the tagline intended to
boost sales, but it did not do its' job.
Taste Value

One way to deplete the fat content
is to remove the skin and breading
from the chicken, a strategy many
people already practice. But does
it remove the flavor as well? KFC
executives said that indeed it does
take away from the "11 herbs and
spices."
"Taking off the skin defeats the
whole purpose of having KFC. You
go there because of the taste and the
taste is the skin," junior political sci
ence major, Sundeep Ambati said.
Gotta KFC

"You've Gotta KFC: What's
Cookin?" the new tagline that was
introduced to the public on Oct. 28,
will appear in two new television
commercials. With this, KFC hopes
to emphasize the freshness of the
birds before they're fried.

Don't be
reluctant
to go see

Matrix
Revolutions

hmshost.com

LESS FAT: KFC claims that thier
meals have less fat and calories than
a Burger King Whopper.
"These new spots tell it like it
is and compare us directly to the
competition," Bergren said. "The
new approaches embody our brand
essence and the executions celebrate
the freshness of our world famous
chicken. "
• •
7"- :
fy ,
Healthier?

Although most of KFC meals are
fried, the company is testing roasted
filet strips with a cold vegetable
salad, as well as other, more nutrious meals. The restaurant is also
providing a nutritional calculator on
its Web site and "Keep It Balanced"
brochures that display the nutri
tional content.
"I'm glad restaurants are begin
ning to convey the contents of their
food. It's about time to realize that
there is a real concern about our
health," junior education major,
Kevin Olson said.
KFC is in the midst of becoming
an official partner of America on the
Move, a program that encourages
people to be more active and eat
less. The purpose is to push people
to walk an additional mile and cut
100 calories out of their daily intake.

I

"1 5% off «=^|^ire order

with id card far UOP students aniy
Location at Ben Holt Dr. and 1-5 (951-631 O)
Hammer and West Lane location next to Bag Lots
(952-1 431 )
a v a l

a b l e

Movie Critic
CengisKv-AIM screenname
The Matrix Revolutions marks the final installment in the Wachowski
Brother's sci-fi trilogy. The Matrix was a breakthrough in film-mak
ing with its innovative 360-degree freeze frame sequencing. The Ma
trix Reloaded burst into theatres with mixed reviews. Yesterday, The
Matrix Revolutions brought the story of Neo, Trinity, and Morpheus to
a tumultuous end.
For every person that loved The Matrix there was another who
hated Reloaded. Maybe it wasn't the action-drenched sequel many
expected, hell maybe there was too much plot and dialogue for some,
but the general consensus of the people who watched the film was a
resounding, "Eh."
I am hoping that Reloaded will not turn people away from watching
Revolutions just because they thought the sequel was bad. The way I
look at it is sort of like the way Star Wars Episode 4-6 played out. Per
sonally, after watching The Empire Strikes Back I felt very "Eh" about
it as well. But after watching the rest of the trilogy, The Empire Strikes
Back was probably the best of the three. Why? Because in that film
almost everything is unveiled to us. Lando turns Han over to Boba
Fett, Darth tells Luke that he is his father, and Luke discovers that
he's been touching the old light saber to thoughts of none other than
his own sister.
In Reloaded, we find out definitively that Neo is the One, the Oracle
is nothing but a program, Agent Smith has crossed into the real
world, and the ambiguous ending leaves us wondering if Neo is in a
double matrix or if he is just super powerful.
In Revolutions we will find out if he has the power to truly save
mankind from the machines in the on-going battle of good vs. evil.
The Matrix trilogy has been plagued with disaster from the very
beginning of production. From the numerous accidents on set, to one
of the main characters Gloria Foster-the woman who played the Ora
cle-dying before any of her scenes in Revolutions could be finished, it
will be interesting to see how the Wachowski brothers will handle it.
Who will be the one to die and become the martyr? Will Smith de
feat Neo and take control of the world? Will we have to sit through
another rave sex scene again? To see if Revolutions will make or break
the Matrix trilogy, flock to the nearest theatre and see if Neo can defeat
Smith as he is destined to. Just don't put him in a room with Colonial
Sanders again, I think that would just confuse too many people.
On a personal note, I'm still waiting for feedback; so don't be shy and IM
me dammit.

••
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in the Castrc

An unforgettable

for a midterm while all of cisco for a crazy Halloween
my friends went to frat par: night in the Castro district.
Staff Writer
On Friday afternoon we
ties and enticing off-campus
piled
into my friend's car
Halloween, one of my clubs.
with
our
costumes (one of my
But this year, I decided I
favorite holidays. Year af
good
friends
was Siegfried
ter year when I was a kid, needed some well-deserved and I was Roy) and headed
I would trick-or-treat, stop Halloween madness.
down the wellat a haunted house ^
T-S frppand even stay up late
We saw pornographic Fred way to see what
the Castro hype
y
te FllntStOfieS, eX-COIWiCtS, CO„
£
Lvi come home
I ivni te from
lium a
ci
'
(
was all about.
high school Halloween fused SeXliai l*ObotS and trip- Well, the cards
party.
py butch leather dudes. Ev played in our fa
As I got older, trickvor Friday night,
erything and everyone
or-treating soon grew
my
friends'
out of fashion and I
imaginable was there. ^ parents had de
began to spend the hol
cided to spend
iday with my friends
the
weekend
Instead of spending my
getting into trouble and do
out-of-town,
leaving
us the
backpacking
ing stuff that our parents weekend
house
to
"watch
over"
for the
through Point Reyes or go
wouldn't be proud of.
weekend.
This hoodlum act also ing home to be with my
The sun soon set and there
grew out of style, and I en family and friends (after a I was, a 19-year old with a
„ long week of deadly wildtered college_ unaware of
bunch of friends and a big
what Halloween experience fires that unfortunately got
empty house in the middle of
I might partake of.
too close to home), I choose
San Francisco on Halloween
Last year, my Halloween to make the trip with some
night was spent cramming good friends to San Fran- night.
So, what happens next?

By Jeff Swartz

Well, like any other typical
college students we took ad
vantage of the situation and
partied.
Who in their right mind
wouldn't?
Before long, my cheeks
were red and it was time to
make the ten-block trek to the
Castro district.
So, we headed out, un
aware of what we were get-

Tfte Cottages
'Apartments
i*

T

- Brand New
- Great Location
- Privately Gated
Small Community
-All 2Bd./2Bath

Call About Special
4416 Precissi Lane
209-473-3626

.
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SPOOKY: While roaming the streets of the Castro District
Halloween, you may run into people wearing creatix e o
tumes such as what these fellas...or ladies are wearing.

from the dude who hu~p
ting into.
After 10 blocks, we were my friend and a bum w
soon surrounded by the most a large neon fish sign
enormous amount of freaky smelled just as bad as :
people I have ever seen in fish, countless other frienc
and not-so-friendly, fret
my life.
Left and right, there were ish sights kept us on ed
thousands of people dressed and laughing into the ea
up in the wildest costumes morning.
Although we could ha
ever imaginable.
stayed
for much longer a
There were seven of us and
seen
much,
much more,
I thought we would certainly
each
decided
to call it qu:
all get lost but we stuck to
We
shared
in
each oth-:
gether through the "Castro
experiences
the
whole
experience."
blocks
back
to
our
frier.:
Never have I seen such
house
which
had
soon
grc
an outrageous sight. Every
into
an
house
party...
wh
person there was tripping off
is
a
whole
other
story.
some sort of substance as we
My point being is that r
walked past groups of crossexperience
was unique,
dressed Swedish blondes and
say
the
least.
If you want
pimps galore.
have
one
of
the
craziest Anna Nicole Smith was
periences
of
your
college r
there as well as a gentleman
and
laugh
about
it for da
decked out as Lacey Peterson
later,
take
my
advice
ar
with a plastic baby dangling
by the umbilical cord drag make that trip to the Car
tro with friends next yea
ging behind.
We saw pornographic I know I'll go back, it's r
Fred Flintstones, ex-convicts, Mardi Gras of San Franc:confused sexual robots, and and no one should miss ou:
trippy butch leather dudes.
Everything and everyone
imaginable was there.
'Tniijue 1,2 & 3
Glaring strobe lights and
bedrooms
heart thumpin' techno music
set the mood as each of us got
"Laundry Facilities
hit on by transvestites.
We were then surrounded
*Park-l ike setting
QFAil U*f
by giant Vicodin, Codeine,
Percacet and Zanex pills and
^Fireplaces
Best ValiK
were followed by a strange
Best
Location
man with a fetish for large,
bloody tampons.
Grouse Run Apartments
After strolling down Cas
tro Street trying to get away 4738 Grouse Run Drive«<209:9?:
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Pacific Field Hocke/rises Saturday
agairut Stan,

The Pacific field hockey team makeo button/ on
.

By Krystine Onabonqan
Staff Writer

Teams always have a hard
time performing under pres
sure, but this is anything
but true for the field hockey
team, they thrive under that
pressure. Last Saturday was
the last home game of the
year for the Tigers, and was
Senior Day. A crowd of 225
people were in attendance
(more than at a normal soc
cer, men's volleyball, base
ball, or water polo game) and
the chance to continue the
longest winning—streak in
:iu hockey
nocicey msiuiy.
field
history.
For years the Pacific field
hockey team has gone into
the NorPac Conference Tournament as an underdog with
only a glimmer of a chance of
gaining the conference title.
This year is different; this is
the best field hockey team
the school has seen since
1989 and they are entering
the NorPac Conference Tour
nament this week, second in
the West division. This placing guarantees the Tigers
that they will not be facing
the powerhouse California
Bears until the impending
championship game.
This past weekend, the Tigers soared above all normal
expectations of their team:

the lack of scoring ability,
the mis-communications on
defense, and the mental
breakdown. The field hockey
team did none of that against
the Stanford Cardinal. The
Cardinal had been boasting
about their 20-game winning
streak against the Tigers, the
last time Pacific beat the Car
dinal was in 1994. Last Sat
urday, the boasting turned
into a whining match in the
parking lot after that game.
The Pacific field hockey team
beat the Cardinals with a
dominating score of 4-1.
The first goal of the game
was signaled
by- a waving
o
.
~
Mexican flag. The goal was
scored only seven minutes
*nl:0
game by freshman
Vianney Campos who was
also named NorPac offensive player of the week and
rookie of the week, with an
assist from senior Alexandra
Fiorina.
Stanford quickly answered
with a goal of its own, but
that
— would be the last showr
ing °f the Cardinal. Pacinc
out-shot the Cardinal 15-7 in
the game and that offensive
domination was apparent
throughout. With 10 minutes
left in the first half and the
game tied, Campos came
through again for the Tigers
this time up the middle of
.1

1

1

_ f
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Convenient location...
Quality minded...
Friendly service!

467-7500

1439 IN. E! Dorado St., Stockton
(Corner of ES Dorado <&. Harding]
Fax 4S7-0390
www.Galiforniatees.net
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HISTORY: Pacific continues to roll by upsetting Stanford.

the offensive circle, through
three defenders to gain a
shot for a goal. The score
was 2-1 at halftime and the
tension was mounting. The
"old" Tigers would have
caved under the pressure by
this time, but not these kids.
Their strong offensive ef
fort was rewarded with 11
short corners,
, two
„ of which
,
led to a goal °ne
by
Heather Kottmeier and the
other, a game-sealing goa
by Fiorina^ Kottmeier s goal
was the third of her career

and probably the one she'll
remember most clearly.
The nervous nature and
tension during the game can
be best described by senior
goalkeeper, Gina Sadler as
she counted down with the
clock "we were up 4-1 with 25
minutes left in the game, then
it was 10 minutes, then five
and at that point I thought
they can't score three goals in
five minutes, we did it."
The game ended with the
bench rushing on to the field
and forming a dog-pile. The

joy was overwhelm i ng
many in the crow ci,
had tears in their
before the team
did. This was a test of
mental and physical at
of this team and they
but its not over yet.
gers will be facing the 1
ford Highlanders in the
round of the NorPac d oi
ence Tournament, he 1 ci i
Louis, today at 7:30 a.

Kato has been selected to play in the 2003 National Fiel
Coaches Association Division I North/South Senior AII-S1
for her outstanding performance this year on Nov. 22 at 7..
at University of Massachusetts. Kato has played and stared in c
13 Tiger games, leading with five defensives saves on the seasor
She tied the record for most defensives saves in a career
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Pefcific sports briefs

Women's Soccer
All Games
I
."1
5
6
4
9
7
12
8
11
12

Cai Poly
UCSB '
L'C Riverside
UC Irvine
Long Beach
Utah State
Pacific
CS Fuilerton
CS Northridge
Idaho

W
4
3
1
4
6
3
2
1

L
2
3
5
2
0
3
4
5

Pts.
.895
.632
.625
.658
.500
.579
.526
.526
.306
.263

Overall

Conference
Appalachian St
Radford
Saint Louis
Davidson
California
Pacific
Stanford
SMS

T
2
4
3
5
0
2
2
2
3
4

Pet.
.667
.500
.167
.667
1.000
.500
.333
.167

W
11
7
3
8
9
8
4
5

L
7
13
14
10
3
6
12
13

Pet.
.611
.350
.176
.444
.714
.538
.250
.278

Women's

The Pacifican
All Games

Big West Games
w
UCSB
Long Beach
CS Northridge
UC Irvine
Pacific
Utah State
Idaho
Cal Poly
UC Riverside
CS Fuilerton

11
9
9
8
7
6
4
4
3
2

mmflKxgf

L
2
4
4
5
6
6
8
9
9
10

Photograph by Kristen Hess

DEFENSE: Roni Matsumoto looks to defend againsl a Cal State Northridge player.

Pet.
.846
.692
.692
.615
.539
.500
.333
.308
.250
.167

w
15
14
13
17
12
14
13

12
8
8

L
6
6
8
8
9
9
10
12
15
16

Swimming
Pet
.714
.700
.619
.680
.571
.609
.565
.500
.348
.333

Due to the Southern
California fires, Pacific's
men's and women's
swim team had to cancel
their scheduled tourna
ment play on Oct. 31 and
Nov. 1 at the Big West
Shootout at UC Irvine.
"We struggled with
this decision for the last
several days as the fires
continued to rage in
Southern California, but
we have to consider first
the health and safety of
our athletes," head swim
coach Danny May said.
"The air quality is listed
as unsafe ancl poses a
risk for people engaged
in intense physical ac
tivity, while there are
signs that the conditions
might improve there are
no assurances it will im
prove."
But look for your Pa
cific men and women's
swim team to compete
tomorrow at 3 p.m. as
they host the Pacific Re
lay Invitational.

Women's Soccer

The women's soccer
season ended Nov. 2
with a 2-1 loss to Cal
State Northridge. The
scored remained tied for
over 37 minutes, until
the 69th minute when
Cindy Mallet of Cal
State Northridge scored
on a breakaway. With
the loss, the Tigers end
ed the 2003 season with
a 3-5-1 record in the Big
West Conference, while
posting a 4-12-2 record
overall.

Men's Water Polo
Pacific's men's water
polo team fell 12-0 in a
loss to fifth ranked Pepperdine. The loss drops
Pacific's record to 5-14,
while also snapping a
21-game scoring streak
for senior Edcne Wisniewski.

Field Hockey
With a 4-1 victory over
the Stanford Cardinal
the Pacific field hockey
team collected their fifth
consecutive win, making
them tied for the longest

winning streak in school
history. With the win,
the Tigers snapped the
Cardinals 20-game win
ning streak and clinched
themselves the No. 2
seed of the NorPac West
in the NorPac Tourna
ment.
The Tigers will be back
on the field on today
against Radford.

Women's
Volleyball
Pacific's women's vol
leyball team fell to No.
19 UC Santa Barbara
in four games, drop
ping their record to 12-9
overall and 7-6 in the Big
West Conference.
While totaling 2,000
kills for her career, senior
Jennifer Joines became
only the third women's
volleyball player in Big
West history to reach
such a total.
Look for the women s
volleyball team on a
three-game home stand
against UC Riverside,
beginning today at 7
p.m.

Joines reaches 2^000 ISoccer ends in ajoa
Northridge took ^n

with a Cal Poly attack an early 13-5 lead and Ryon Hundley
lead with an unassiste
d.
Staff Writer
went
on
to
an
easy
win.
error. HayleyAnderson
fleeted goal. Pacific ansWe^
Staff Writer
had another impressive Game two started very
back at the end of the fir,
The Pacific women's soccer
competitive
with
a
tie
night
with
57
assists
and
For Halloween, the
team ended its 2003 season in half with a successful
at
12-12.
Santa
Barbara,
9
digs
while
freshman
kick from Kristina FetterPacific Women's Volley
a wild 2-1 loss at the hands of
however,
then
pulled
Stevie
Mussie
had
12
This penalty was the fir
ball team headed down
Cal State Northridge on Sun
away.
The
Gauchos
of many in a game where flit
the coast to take on key kills and a team-high 14
day, Nov. 2. The loss gives
were
greatly
aided
by
22
teams combined for 43 Pendivision rivals Cal Poly digs.
the Tigers a 4-12-2 record
errors
committed
attack
alties and six yellow erard.
After Friday's big
and Santa Barbara. Once
overall and a 3-5-1 confer
by
the
Tigers
in
the
first
One of these cautions
again, the Tigers came win at Cal Poly, Pacific
ence record for the year.
two
games.
went
south
to
take
on
away with mixed results
The Tigers started the game awarded to the Matac.r,
For the next game, the
winning their first and the No. 19 ranked Santa
in control of both the ball and bench.
Tigers
came
out
on
fire
The game remained tied
Barbra Gauchos. Going
losing their second.
tempo. On the day the Tigers
hitting
.435
as
a
team.
Pacific celebrated the into the game, Joines
out shot the Matadors 20-8, until Northridge pot in th;
Pacific
took
the
lead
and
holiday well defeating needed only two kills
with 11 different tigers taking game winner with thirty -on
Cal Poly at San Luis to reach the 2,000 kill cruised to a rather easy a shot. Senior Gabby Oliva- minutes left on the txDairi
res took two shots on goal, While the Tigers had sev ers
Obispo in four games: mark. Joines did this in victory.
"Momentum is key. which moved her to second close calls, they were not ab!;
30-24, 24,-30, 30-28, 32- the first game to become
to sneak the tying goal in
30. The first two games the third player in Big We eliminated mis all-time on the Pacific career
Congratulations to the Ti
of the match were tight, West history and first takes and were able to shooting list.
gers for a great season.
with the Tigers making Pacific player to reach use momentum to take
game three," McHugh
a 6-2 run for the win in the mark.
Despite Joines' record, said. The Tigers took
game one. The Mus
tangs answered back by the Tigers took the loss some of this momentum
keeping game two close in four games (30-19, 30- to game four taking the
before rolling off ten of 19, 22-30, 32-30) in The Gauchos all the way to
"She game point. Santa Bar
the last fourteen points. Thunderdome.
Pacific came back in (Joines) is a special ath bra, however, came roar
game three while trail lete and it's great to see ing back finally closing
ing 14-8 with a 10-3 her get it. But both she out the match. "We had
run to put the team in and I would trade the re game four," McHugh
position. Senior Jenni cord for the win," Tigers said"but they had a pair
fer Joines finished it off coach Jayne McHugh of great rallies.
The Tigers are now 12with a kill, one of her said.
Photograph by KristeThe first game started 9, overall and 7-6 in the
21 for the night. Game
MISS: Pacific comes up short on an attempted shot on gaal.
four ended tight as the poorly for the Tigers Big West. Pacific faces a
Tigers took the game as Santa Barbra took crucial divisional home

Ry Ryan Hundley

t

Pacific games for the week
TODAY

FRIDAY

WVB vs. UC MSW hosts the Relay Invitational
at 3 p.m.
Riverside at 7
WSW hosts the Relay Invitational
p.m.
at 3 p.m.
FH at the
NorPac Tour WBB vs. UC Santa Cruz at 5 p.m.
ney in St. Louis, MBB vs. Exhibition at 7:30 p.m.
FH at the NorPac Tourney in St.
Mo.
Louis, Missouri
WS at the Big West Tourney

SATURDAY

MWP vs. Stanford at
Noon
WVB vs. CSU Fullerton at 7 p.m.
FH at the NorPac Tour
ney in St. Louis, Missouri
WS at the Big West
Tourney
MVB at Cal Tourney

SUNDAY
MWP at UC Davis at Noon
WS at the Big
West Tourney

TUESDAY

WVB vs. Sac- ,
mento St. at 7 p
FH at NC W
Play-In G a m

ACjyfCAN.^

<0,
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5S NFL Week 10: Haiders fall to 2-6

-arlj

I dp. JebrAlfareh

faff Writer

'erej
filS; Miami
nalJ
at Tennessee-

The Dolphins fell to 5-3 on
the season after a home loss
fi
! to the Colts last week, 23-17.
Pen- All three of the Dolphins
losses have come at home,
la place where they usually
have most of their success.
Ricky Williams has been
slow returning to his 2002
form when he led the league
in rushing. He has not been
las dominating this season,
since carrying the ball 42
times in week three. That ef
•.'era fort might have fatigued him
[somewhat, and Brian Griese
ablel
! was not as effective last week
T as he was in week eight. The
I [Titans are coming off a bye
and should be well rested.
Look for Steve McNair to
[have a big game at home.

eth

TITANS

Tampa Bay
at CarolinaThis is a battle between
I two great defensive teams
I who are coming off a tough
I week in which both were
I beaten by underdogs at
I home. The defending chamjpion Bucs lost at home for
I the third time this year, fallling to 4-4. Since the season
I began, the Bucs have won,
I lost, won, lost, won, lost,
I won, lost. Their offense has
Inot been able to produce
I much this season, and they
I won't go back to the Super
I Bowl they way they are playling now. Carolina is 6-2 after
I being shocked by the Texans
I who were without their startling QB. Carolina has also
I had problems on offense, so
I this should be a defensive
I struggle. I like Tampa Bay in
|a close one.
BUCS

Buffalo
at DallasThe Cowboys were able
I to overcome self-destruct

ing in the first half against
the Redskins to come back
and win 21-14, improving
to 6-2 on the season. In the
first half alone, the Cowboys
had two touchdowns re
turned because of penalties
and 4 turnovers. The fact
that they still won the game
shows why they currently
have the #1 defense in the
league right now, and also
that Bill Parcells' players
play hard for a full 60 min
utes. Buffalo had a bye week
and has been disappointing
since week three. After an
impressive start, they have
a 2-4 record in their last six
games. Drew Bledsoe has
been struggling lately and an
injury to Eric Moulds makes
it even tougher on the Bills to
bounce back.
COWBOYS

Baltimore
at St. LouisThe Rams were shocked
by the 49ers on Sunday 3010 in San Francisco, falling
to 5-3 on the season. After
the 49ers ran back the open
ing kick-off for a touchdown,
you could see the momen
tum already going in their
favor, and backup QB Tim
Rattay filled in admirably
for Jeff Garcia. The Ravens
beat the Jaguars 24-17 to
remain in first place in the
AFC North with a 5-3 record.
LB Ray Lewis seemed to be
everywhere on the field,
recording 13 tackles and an
interception. Marc Bulger
has never lost at home as a
starter, and I don't think this
is the week he does.

while filling in for injured
QB Rich Gannon. The Raid
ers are going to have to start
their third QB, the one and
only Rick Mirer. The Raid
ers might as well re-sign Jeff
George, or lets say, let Jerry
Rice play QB. At least people
would watch. Chad Pen
nington will tear up the Raid
ers secondary for his second
straight huge game.
JETS

Atlanta
at N.Y. GiantsAtlanta (1-7) has the worst
record in the NFC after losing
to the Eagles last week. They
have lost seven straight since
an opening week win at Dal
las. This is just not a good
team without Michael Vick,
who won't be back until Nov.
30. The Giants meanwhile
have won 2 straight games
and Kerry Collins has beert
making fewer mistakes the
past 2 weeks. Playing a ter
rible Falcons defense should
be a big boost for Kerry Col
lins and the Giants offense.
GIANTS

Philadelphia
at Green Bay-

The Eagles (5-3) have won
three straight and finally got
a solid performance from
Donavan McNabb. He threw
for over 300-yards and threw
a touchdown to an Eagles
receiver for the first time this
season. The Packers (4-4)
were impressive as they got
a rare win in the Metrodome.
Brett Favre, who has a record
of playing bad in domes,
RAMS
played through pain with a
fractured thumb to lead his
N.Y. Jets
team to a very important 3027 division win. The Eagles
at Oaklandhave the better record, but
What happened to the it's hard to choose against
Raiders team that went to Brett Favre at home after an
the Super Bowl last season? impressive performance.
They seem to have fallen into
PACKERS
a black hole of their own;
now 2-6 after an embarrass
ing loss to the Detroit Lions
Minnesota
last Sunday. To add insult to
at San Diegoinjury, backup QB Marques
Tuiasosopo was injured

The Vikings (6-2) have lost
two straight after starting
the season 6-0. The Vikings
defense gave up over 200
yards rushing to the Pack
ers last week, which allowed
them to run the clock down
in the fourth quarter, ruin
ing any chance the Vikings
had of making a comeback.
What the Vikings need to do
is find ways to get the ball
into Randy Moss' hands.
After a quick touchdown in
the first quarter, Moss was
only thrown to four or five
more times. He gives them
their best chance of scoring
points, so why not go him
more often? Incorporate the
Randy ratio. The Chargers
could be the worst team in
the league. They lost to the
Bears last week, and Drew
Brees was pulled at QB for
Doug Flutie.
VIKINGS

Seattle
at WashingtonThe Seahawks (6-2) re
mained in first place of
the NFC West after a 23-16
win over the Steelers. The
'Hawks haven't been too
impressive in all their wins,
but they are able to pull out
the close ones. The Redskins
(3-5), meanwhile, are a total
mess. They lost to Dallas last

week even though the Cow
boys were basically trying
to lose the game in the first
half. Patrick Ramsey has
been beat up by defenses all
year and had to leave a game
for the third time this season.
Steve Spurrier has not had
all the answers that owner
Daniel Snyder hoped for and
no one is happy. Now Steve
Spurrier wants to get back
QB Danny Wuerfull. Some
one please help this man.
SEATTLE

Indianapolis
at Jacksonvi11eThe Colts (7-1) have the
second best record in the
league and have been im
pressive all year, including
a tough win in Miami last
week. Peyton Manning has
been one of the best quar
terbacks all season, and RB
Edgerrin James seems back
after another strong perfor
mance. The Jaguars (1-7)
have struggled all season,
but this is expected when
starting a rookie quarterback
who will have a tough time
his first time through a full
season.
COLTS
TtO 1! U'Jfs

NFL.com

STRUGGLING: Rich Gannon will try to lead the Raiders to victory.
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Riding tlie Pin
By Kristen Rocha

Sports Editor

A year removed from the
Super Bowl, the Oakland
Raiders look like they're
vying for a number one
draft pick in next year's
NFL draft rather than a
playoff spot. While the
team remains much the
same from last year, and
fortunate not to lose any
key free agents from last
seasons AFC Champion
team, what could possibly
explain the sudden collapse
of the Raiders? Maybe the
five interceptions Rich Gan
non threw to Tampa Bay
defensive backs still looms
in the back of his head. But
don't fear Raider fans, there
is an upside, you don't have
to deal with a curse!
For starters, the Raiders
need to get rid of the law
suit driven old man who's
not only one of the most
controlling owners, but
also one of the most inse
cure. This past spring, the
beloved A1 Davis slapped
two lawsuits on two dif
ferent NFL teams; the first
being the team that beat
them in the Super Bowl,
the Buccaneers, as well as
the Carolina Panthers. His
reasoning: the Bucs, he
claimed, are guilty of taking
and then slightly modify
ing the Raiders symbol
of a pirate for their logo,
while the Panthers are be
ing accused of stealing the
Raiders very own silver
and black for their team
colors. Generously enough
though, Davis graciously
gave acceptance to allow
the Panthers to keep teal as
their third color.

Supposedly trying to
prove that the colors silver
and black were originated
and solely owned by the
Raiders wasn't enough for
Davis, he also felt the need to
sue the Oakland Collesium
for $1.1 billion and another
$1 billion on the NFL. His
reasoning: Davis believes
Oakland itself is responsible
for the swindling move to
bring the Raiders back to
Oakland, and then is an
gered at the league for keep
ing them out of Los Angeles.
Why would you support an
owner who doesn't even
want his team in your town?
Or one who wants to punish
fans by not televising home
games in an 80-mile radius
if they don't sell out by the
Thursday before the game?
That makes no sense. Fans
are putting money in his
pocket, but yet he's willing
to somehow get revenge on
the people who support the
team the most.
The numbers 37, 41, and
37 should mean something
to all Raiders fans. This is
the age of Urn Brown, Jerry
Rice, and Rich Gannon. I un
derstand their age has been
publicized and questioned
numerous times, but no oth
er trio in the NFL even comes
close. Even though Jerry Rice
is the greatest wide receiver
ever to play the game, slants
across the middle of the field
that allowed Rice to gain
hundreds of yards after the
catch, just aren't the smart
est or the safest plays to call
for the aging veteran. All
professional players want to
go out on top, unfortunately
these three won't be leaving
that way.
Lastly, and probably the
most important factor as
to why the Raiders have
fumbled this season, is the
lack of team unity. And this
just doesn't apply to the re
lationship amongst players,
but the relationship between
players and coaches as well.
A team can't succeed with a
Pro Bowl caliber player such
as Charles Woodson blaming
the teams misfortunes solely

on the head coach. In an
interview with ESPN, Wood
son claimed Raiders coach
Bill Callahan has a very big
ego and isn't willing to listen
to players. Maybe Callahan
isn't calling the right plays,
but the last I checked, it
wasn't Callahan who threw
an interception or let every
running back in the league
run straight up the middle on

their way to a 100-yard day. have dropped to 25th o
It's the players who play on all. And their defense i;
Sundays, and therefore, need much better, pulling in atto start taking responsibility 26th spot. To make rnab
for their poor play instead worse, the Raiders schec
of doing the immature thing isn't one to be desired, >
of broadcasting to the public upcoming opponents sue
that you have nothing to do Minnesota, Denver, Ka:
with the team's overall per City, and Green Bay lei
play, a wild card birth rr
formance.
After ranking first in of just be out of the reachfense last season the Raiders year.
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"Most Popular Restaurant
in L.A." —Zagat, 2003

"Top Pizza in Los Angeles"
—Zagat, 2003

Open your mind to something
a little more interesting, from
one-of-a-kind pizzas and pastas to salads, appetizers and desserts.

WEBERSTOWN MALL
Main Entrance, Next to Barnes & Noble
4950 Pacific Ave. I 209.473.9265

